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1.4 BASIS

Introduction to Engineering Calculatio'ns Chap' 1

Y'our obiectives in studYing this
st?ction are to be able to:

1. State the three questions useful in selecting a basls'

2. Apply the three questions to problems and select a suitable basis or

sequences of bases'

Have you noted in previous examples that the word basis has appeared at the top of

tte cornputations? This concept of basis is vitaliy important both.to your un'lerstand-

ing of how to solve a problem and also to 
_your 

solving it in the most expeditious

,,,inn*r. The basis is tire reference chosen by you for the calculations you plan to

make in any particular problem, and a proper choice of basis freqle'ntly makes the

problern mucir 
"asie, 

to solve. The basis may,be a period of tirpe-foi "1i]ll]l:
hours, or a glven mass of rnaterial-such as 5 kg of coz or somd other conventent

qounri,.y. In selecring a sound basis (which in ntany problems is predetermined for

you Uri in some p.obl.,n, is not so clear), you should ask yourself the f.llowlng

questlclns:

(a) \Vhat do I have to start with?

(b) \Vhat do I want to find out?

(c) lVhat is the most convenient basis to use?

'lhese questions and their answers will suggest suitable bases. Sometimes,

when a number of bases seem appropriate, you may find it is best to use a unit basis

of I or 100 of something, ,s, foiexample,iilog.ams, hours, moles, cubic feet. For

liquidr; and solids whenl weight analysis is used, a convenient bar;is is often I or

Ld6 lt, or kg; similarly, t or 100 moles is often a good choice for a gas. Thereason

f61 ffir:se choices is ttrat the fraction or porcent automaticaliy equals the number of

pounds, kilograms, or moles, respectiveiy, and one step in the calculationt; is saved'

EXAMPLE 1.115 Choosing a Basis

Aromatic hydrocarbons form 15 Lo 30vo of the components ol leaded fuels and as much as

407o of nonleaded gasoline. The carbon/hydrogen ratio helps to,characteriz'e the fuel compo-

nents. If a tuel is S:yq" C and 20Vo H by weight, what is the C/H ratio in moles?

Solution

If a basis of 100 lb or kg of oil is selected, percent = pounds or kilograms'

Basis: 100 kg of oil (or 100 lb of oil)
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Component

kg : percent or
16 : percent Mol. wt

kg mol or
lb mol

H

80
20

r00

r2.0
1.008

6.61
19.84

Total

Consequently, the C/H ratio in moles is

6.61CiH=;l;;=0,336
ty.6r+

EXAMPLE 1.16 Choosing a Basis

Most processr:s for producing high-energy-content gas or gasoline from coal include sorne

type of gasific:ation ,t.p to *ik. tryarogen or synthesis gas. Pressure gasification is prefe'rred

beiause of its greater yield of methane and higher rate ofgasification.

Given that a so.o-tg test run of gas aveiages 10.07o Hz, 40.07o cHq,30.0vo co, and

20.OVo COz, ',vhat js the average molecular weight of the gas?

Solution

The obvious basis is 50.0 kg of gas ("what I have to start with"). but a little reflection will

showthatsuchabasisisof nouse, Youcannotmultiplymolepercent of thisgastimeskgand

expect the answer to mean anything. Thus the next step is to choose a "convenient basis"'

*hi.h it 100 kg mol or lb mol of gas, and proceed as follows;

Basis: 100 ks mol or lb mol of gas

Component

percent : kg mol

or lb rnol Mol. wt kg or lb

COr
CO
CHo
Hz

20.0
300
400
10.0

100,0

44.0
28.0
16.04
2.02

880
840
642

20

2382Total

?1R? kg
averaBe Inolecular weight : ffi 

:23'8 kglkg mol

It is important that your basis be indicated near the beginning of the prob'

lem so that you will keep clearly in mind the real nature of your calculations an'd so

that anyone checking your problem will be able to understand on what basis they are

performed. If you change bases in the middle of the problem, a new basis should be
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indicated at tbat time. Many of the problems that we shall encounter will be solved

on one basis and then at the end will be shifted to another basis to give the clesired

answer. 'the significance of this type of manipulation will become considlerably

clearer as you accumulate more experience.

EXAMPLE 1.17 Clhanging Bases

A sample cf medium-grade bituminous coal analysis is as follows:

Component Percent

S

N
o
Ash
Water

z
1

6

ll

The residuum is C and H in the mole ratio H/C = 9. Calculate the weight fraction composl-

tion of the coal with the ash and the moisture omitted,

Solution

Take as a basis l0O kg of coal, for then percent : kilograms,

Basis: 100 kg of coai

Thesumc,f theS + N + Q * ash * wateris

2+7+6+li+3=23ke
Hence the C + H must be i00 - 23 = ll kE.

To cleterurine the kilograms of C and H, we have to select a new basis. Is 77 kg satis-

fuctory? Irio. Why? Because the H/C ratio is in terms of moles, not weight (mass). I'ick in-
stead:

Basis: 100 ke mol of C + H

Component Mole fraction kg mol Mol. wt. ko.'D

90

10

H

C

;fu: o no

,1 ^:o.rotra

1.008

T2

90.7

t20

Total 1.00 100 210.'l

Finaily, ti) reruln to the original basis, we have

7'7kg I 90.7 kg H
H:

210.7 kg total
33.15 kg H
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C:

and we can pr()pare a table summarizing the resuits'

Component

77kgl 120kgC

-fffi:43'85kec

kg Wt. fraction

c
H
S

N
o
Total

43.85
33. l5
2
I
6

86.0

0.51
0.39
0.02
0.01
0,07

1.00

The ability to choose the basis that requires the fewest steps in solving a prob-

lem can only come with practice. You can quickly accumulate the necessary experi-

ence if, as yr)u look at each problem illustrated in this text, you determine first in
your own mind what the basis shouid be and then compare your choice with the se-

lected basis. By this procedure you will quickly obtain the knack of choosing; a

sound basis,

Se/f-,4ssessment Test

1. What are the three questions you should ask yourself in selecting a basis?

2. What woul,i be good initial bases to select in solving Problems 1.13, Ll8, 1.30, and

r.4.7?

1.5 TEMPERATI'RE

Your o,bjectives in studying this
sectiott are to be able to:

L Defirre temperature.
2. Explain the difference between absolute temperature and relative tem-

perailu re.

3. Convert a temperature in any of the four scales (oC, K, oF, oR) to any of
the crthers.

4. Conrrert an expression involving units of temperature and tempera-
ture difference to other units of temperature and temperature differ-
ence.

5, Knolv the reference points for the four temperature scales'



(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Our concept of temperature no doubt originated with our physlcal sense of hot and

cold. .fr:mperature can be rigorously defincd once you have an acquaintence with

thermodynarnics, but here we simply paraphrase Maxwell's definition:

Tle tenperaLure of a body is a Drcasure of its thernat state considered in reJerertce to

its power to transfer lrcat to other bodies '

Measurgment of the thermal state can be accomplished through a wide variety of in-

struments, including

A thermometer containing a liquid such as mercury or alcohol'

The voltage produced by a junction of two dissimilar conductors that changes

with temf,erature and is-usei as a measure of temperature (the thermocouple).

The property of changing electrical resistance with temperatures gi'ves us a

dr:vice known as the thermistor -

Two thin strips of metal bonded together at one end expand at different rates

u,ith change 
^of 

temperature. Thess strips assist in the control of the flow of

u,ater in th1 radiatoi of air automobile and in the operation of air conriitioners

a:nd heatilg systems.

High temperatures can be measured by devices called pyromefers, wtrich note

the radiant energy leaving a hot body.

Figure, 1.3 illustrates the appropriate ranges for various temperature-m'easuring

u"ut"tlnn"*rur" 
is normaly measured ir degrees Fahrenheit or celsius

(centigrade). The common scientific scale is IheCelsius scale,s where 0o is the ice

iointirf water and 100'is the normal boiling point of water. In.the early 1700s,
'CuUri"t 

D. Fahrenheit (1686-1736), a glassblower by trade, was able to build mer-

cury tlhermometers that gave temperature measurements in reasOnable agreement

witL ench other. The Fahrenheit sCale is the one commonly used in everyday life in

the Urrited States. lts reference points are of inore mysterious origin, but it is re-

ported that the fixed starting point, or 0o on Fahrenheit's scale, was that produced

ty surrounding the bulb of ih" th"t*o*eter with a mixture of snow or ic'e and sal

ammoniac; the highest temperature was that at which mercury began to boil. The

distant:e between these two points was divided into 600 parts or degrees' By trial

Fahrerrheit found that the mcrcury stood at 32 of these divisions when water just be-

gan to freeze, the temperature of human blood was at 96 divisiOns, and the mercury

was at 212 division, *h"n the thermometer was immersed in boiling water' In the sI

syste11,, temperatwe is measured in kelvin, a unit named after the fam'ous Lord
(elvirr'(182a-1907). Note that in the SI system the degee symboi is suppressed

(e.g., the boiling point of water is 373 K).
'the Frahrenheit and Celsius'scales are relative scales; that is, their zero points

were inbitrarily lixed by their inventors.. Quite often it is necessary to use: nbsolute

: As originally devrsed by Anders celsius a swedish aslronomer (1101-l7M) n 1741" lhe freez-

ing point was designated as 100'. officially, "c now stands for degrees Celsius,

(e)
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Figure 1.3 Temperature measuring instruments span the range from near
absolute zero to beyond 3000 K. The chart indicates the preferred methods
of thermal instrumentation for various temperature regions.
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temperatures instead of relative temperatures. Absolute temperature scales have their

zero point at. the lowest possible temperature which we believe can exist' As you

-uy kno*, this lowest ternperature is related both to the ideal gas iaws and to the

laws of thermodynamics. The absolute scale which is based on degree units the size

of those in the celsius (centigrade) scale is called the kelvin scaie; the absolute scale

which corresponds to itre Flhrenheit degree scale is called the Rankine scale in

honor of w. J. M. nuntirre (1g20-1g72), a Scottish engineer. The relations be-

tween relative temperature and absolute temperature are illustrated in Fig' 1'4' We

shall round off absolute zero on the Rankini scale of -459.67'to -460"F; simi-

lirly, -ZIZJ5"C will be rounded offto -273oC' In Fig' 1'4 all the values of the

t"rnp"ratores have been rounded off, but more significant figures can be used' Ooc

and its equivalents are known as standard conditions of temperature'

,12 67p Boilinq point of 373 t00

80

3?

woter ot 760 mm Hg

4gZ Freezing point of woter 273

I

460 255 -t8
4?0 ac - oF ?77v- | -': -40

=oE
C
o';
o
u-

-ib\

a
t

:<

.Absolute zero

.=
6

-273 Figure 1.4 Tempeftrture scales.

00

You should recognize that the unit degree (i.e., the unit temperatu:re differ-

ence) on the kelvin-|"lsirrs scal" is not the same size as that on the Rankine-

Fahrenheit scale. If we let AoF represent the unit temperature differenr:e in the

Fahrenheit scale, A"R be the unit temperature difference in the Rankine scale, and

AoC and AK be the analogous units in ihe other two scales, you should be arware that

AoF = AoR

AOC : AK

Also, if you keep in mind that the A'C is larger than the AoF'

(1.13)

(1.14)
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A'C
ffi= t'u

AK
IoR 

: I'u

Unfortunatd, the qymbols AoC, AoF, AK, and AoR are not in standard usage be-

cause the A symboi becomes inconvenient, especially in typing. A few books try to
maintain the difference between degrees of temperature (oC, "F, etc.) and the unit
degree by assigning the unit degree the symbol Co, Fo, and so on, But most journals

and texts use the same symbol for the two different quantities. Consequently, tl[e
proper meaning of the symbols "C, oF, K, and eR, as either the temperature igr

the 'rnit tempeiature difference, must be interpreted from the context of tlhe

equation or sentence being examined.
You should learn how to convert one temperature to another with ease. The re-

lations between oR and oF and between K and oC are, respectively,

or AoC : l.8A"F

or AK : 1.84'R

39

(1.1s)

(1. 16)

r'n: rr(#) + 4Go

r<: r"c(#.) + zi3

- /t.g a"r'
I"r - J2 - 1"c[ 776

\ I a\-

(1.r7)

(1.18)

Because the relative temperature scales do not have a comthon zeto at the same tern-

perature, as can be seen from Fig. 1.4, the reiation between oF and "C is

(1.1e)

After you ha.re used Eqs. (1.17)-(1.19) a bit, they will become so familiar that tem-
perature conversion will become an automatic reflex. During your "learning periodl,"'

in case you forget them, just think of the appropriate scales side by side as in Fig.
1.4, and put down the vaiues for the freezing and boiiing points of water. Or, y,en

can recover Eq. (1.19) by recognizing that the equation is linear (see Appendix Ir{.1

Tr: bo * brT"c (1.20)

Insert two known pairs of values of ?:r and Z.c in Eq. (1.20) and splve the resulti:ng

two equations together. For example, OoC corresponds to 32oF, and'100"C corre-
sponds to 2l2oF:

32: bo *
272: bo *

Solution of Eqs. (l.zla) and (1.21b) together yields

bo: 32.00', br = 1.800

so that T.T: 32 *' 1.8?ic.

b' (0)

a,'€ool

(r.21a)

(1.21b)
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EXAMPLE L.18 Temperature Conversion

Convert 100oC to (a) K' (b) "F, and (c)'R'

Solution

(a) (100 + 273)"C# = 373K

or with suPPression of the A sYmbol,

(100 + 273)"cH = 373 K

(b) (loo"c)+g + 32'F = 2r2"F
loc

(c) Qrz + 460)'F++ = 6'12"R

.1.8"R(373K)fr:: 672"R

The suppression of the A symbol perhaps makes the temperature relations more familiar

looking.

EXAMPLD 1.19 Temperature Conversion

The thermal conducrivity of aluminum at 32'F is I 17 Btu/(hrxfc)CF/f0. Find the eiquivalent

value at OoC in terms of Btu/(hrXft'?XK/ft)'

Solution

Since 32.F is identical to 0oC, the value is already at the proper temperature. The "oF" in the

denominator of the thermal conductivity actually stands for AoF, so that the equivlllent value

is

ll7 (Btuxf!)-l-1.84lI-J-l a.9 
= 211 (Btu)/(hrxftr)(K/f0

Gnrtl(AT) J ta'c I tlr
or with the A sYmbol suPPressed,

I17 (B+41fgl*I9 
= 2rI (Btu)/(hrxfr,)(K/ft)

@;11';i"r';l t"c ttr

EXAMPLE 1.20 Temperature Conversion

The heat capacity of sulfuric acid in a handbook has the units cal/(g molX"C) and is given by

the relation

heat capacity :33'25 + 3J27 x 10-'zT
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Se/f-Assessment Test
l. what are the refcrence points of (a) the celsius and (b) Fahrenheit scales?
2. How do you convert a temperature difference, A, from Fahrenheit to celsius?
3. Is the unit temperature difference AoC a larger interval than AoF? Is lQoC higher than

l0"F?
4. In. Appendix E, the heat capacity of sulfur is Co : IS.2 + 2.6gI, where Co is in

J/(g mol)(K) and r is in K. convert so that co is in'cat/(g mol)("F) witir T in T.
5. complete the foliowing table with the proper equivalent temperatures:

OCOFKOR

-40.0
77.0

69.8

6. Suppose that you are given a tube partly filled with an unknown liquid and are asked to
calibrate a scale on the tube in t. How would you proceed?

7. Answer the fcrllowing questions:
(a) In relation to absolute zero, which is higher, loC, or loF?
(b) In relation to 0oC, which is higher, loC, or l"F?
(c) Which is larger, lA"C or iA'F?

Thought Problem
1. In reading a report on the space shuttle you find the statement that "the maximum temper-

ature on reentry is 1482.2"C. How many significant figures do you think are representecl
by this temperature?

,11

where 7 is expressed in "C. Modify the formula so that the resulting expression gives units o,f
Btu/flb mol)("R) and T is in oR.

Solution

The unis of oC in the denominator of the heat capacity are AoC, whereas the units of ? an:oC. First, substitute the proper relation in the formula tb convert I in 'C to T in .R. and thr;rr
convert the units in the resulting expression to those requested.

heat capacity .= {n.r, + 3.i21x 10 ''?[(z.R - 460 - 3", I 11 cal- l. L "IsJJre-olFO

" | -t=tl, loi1,t':t I ''=9. 
:23.06 + 2.0i1x l.-,r"n

| 252 cat I I lb mol I t.a'R

698


